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Recently, many researchers have investigated the Voice
over IP (VoIP) service over Wireless Local Area Networks
(WLANs). One of the important challenges is to reduce the
handojf delay in WLANs. Especially, the channel scan de
lay, which takes the largest portion of the WLAN handojf
delay, is too long to support the delay-sensitive VoIP ser
vice. We propose a selective channel scan based on the
pre-collected channel information of the neighboring ac
cess points (APs) to reduce the channel scan time. Mobile
Stations (MSs) collect the channel information ofneighbor
ing Access Points (APs) when the VoIP is not used. When
the VoIP service is used, MSs perform the selective chan
nel scan mechanism based on the collected channel infor
mation. We use the handojf trigger based on the Inter
Arrival Time (IAT) ofVoIPpackets instead ofReceived Sig
nal Strength Indication (RSS/). We evaluated the perfor
mance of the proposed scheme through computer simula
tions. The simulation results show that our scheme reduces
the handojf delay enough to support the VoIP service over
WLANs.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, many users use the Voice over IP (VoIP) ser
vice over the wired network but users want to use the VolP
service over the wireless network too. Providing the VolP
service over the wireless network is more difficult than the
wired network. However, recently the wireless technology
has been improved enough to support the VoIP service. Es
pecially, Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) are easy
to install and support high data rates . One drawback of
WLANs is small coverage area. The drawback can be over
come by handoff between Access Points (APs) . However,
it takes hundreds millisecond of delay for handoff from one
AP to another AP. The delay of hundreds millisecond is tol-

erable to the TCP application but it causes call disruption to
the VolP. The delay time of WLANs handoff consists of the
scan delay, the authentication delay and the re-association
delay. Figure 1 shows the handoff procedure and the delay
ofthe WLANs.

Among the delay factors of the WLAN handoff, the scan
delay takes approximately 95% of the WLAN layer-2 hand
off delay. Generally, people do not recognize the call dis
ruption for the delay under 50 ms[9]. Therefore, we have
to reduce scan delay so that the WLAN handoff latency is
maintained under 50 ms to guarantee the QoS. In this pa
per, we propose the selective channel scan based on the pre
collected information and the handoff trigger based on the
VolP packet loss.
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2 WLAN Handoff Trigger and Channel Scan

There are three handoff trigger methods. One method is
to trigger handoff by checking the number of frames which
have not been acknowledged. This method is efficient when
Mobile Stations (MSs) transmit frames continuously, but it
is hard to detect loss of frames without communication. An
other method checks beacon messages for fixed intervals[3].
Typical interval between beacon messages is 100 ms[2]. If
the handoff is triggered when MSs do not receive a series of
five beacon messages, the delay for trigger is 500 ms. The
other method which is generally used is based on the Re
ceived Signal Strength Indication (RSSI). In this method,
the handoff is triggered when the RSSI is maintained under
the threshold value.

The AP scan delay takes most ofWLAN layer-2 handoff.
There are two kinds of scan methods. One method is the
passive scan and the other method is the active scan.

In the passive scan, MSs listen to beacon messages gen
erated by APs every 100 ms. When there are 11 channels
and MSs listen to beacon messages for 100 ms per one chan
nel, the scan delay is 1.1 second. This 1.1 second delay only
for channel scan is too long to guarantee the QoS.

In the syncscan proposed by Ramani and Savage each
AP broadcasts beacon messages according to the pre
defined schedule[7]. MSs receive the beacon messages by
switching channels when beacon messages are broadcasted
on the channel. The merit of the syncscan is that MSs do
not need to wait for long time. However, APs have to be
synchronized exactly and if two or more APs use the same
channel, they can interfere with each other.

Meanwhile, in the active scan, MSs do not wait to re
ceive the beacon information from APs. MSs broadcast
probe request messages to each channel and wait for probe
response messages. The proactive scan scheme proposed by
Haitao Wu et al. adopted active scan but MSs do not scan
all channels at once[9]. In the proactive scan, MSs perform
the active scan for only one channel and return to the old
AP and receive the buffered packets. After receiving the
buffered packets, MSs scan the next channel. A drawback
of the proactive scan is that whole handoff delay becomes
longer because MSs must return to the old AP and receive
the buffered packets for a while. Once, a handoff has been
triggered, it means that the channel condition with the old
AP is not good enough. Besides, it is not guaranteed that the
buffered packets will be delivered to MSs without any error.
In addition, the buffering at APs causes additional delay and
jitter for VoIP packets. Though the buffered VoIP packets
are delivered, the VoIP packets become useless if the VoIP
packets do not arrive within the valid time. Also, the TCP
can suffer from performance degradation cased by frequent
handoffs. Whenever WLAN handoffs are triggered the TCP
window size is reduced so that the throughput of the TCP is
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decreased.
In the selective channel scanning using neighbor graph

proposed by Hye-Soo Kim et al. MSs perform the se
lective channel scan using the neighbor graph of APs[4].
The neighbor graph cache mechanism proposed by Chung
Sheng Li et al. stores additional information about APs for
fast association[6]. However, in these schemes, there is no
priority among neighboring APs and additional equipments
should be installed. In the location-based fast handoff ap
proach proposed by Chien-Chao Tseng et al. MSs can de
rive prospective APs using location information[8]. In the
scheme, MSs must measure their position using global po
sitioning system (GPS) or other localization technique. In
the indoor tracking-based handoff mechanism proposed by
CheolHee Lee et al. MSs measure their position using the
WLAN interface based on the RSSI of multiple APs[5].
MSs perform handoffs to neighboring APs using location
information. However, if location of APs is changed, envi
ronment parameters must be updated.

3 Proposed Scheme

Most WLAN handoff schemes use the handoff trigger
based on the RSSI. However, the RSSI becomes unstable as
MSs go away from the associated AP. Therefore, MSs can
not figure out proper handofftime with only the RSSI infor
mation. In addition, strong signal only does not guarantee
the QoS of the VoIP service. Though a AP has a good RSSI,
if the AP has not enough resources because many MSs are
associated with the AP, the QoS of the VoIP service is not
guaranteed.

In our handoff scheme, we use handoff trigger based on
packet loss. In the VoIP service, call disruption longer than
50 ms makes communication difficult[9]. Thus, we initiate
handoffs when MSs do not receive enough VoIP packets for
fixed interval. In our scheme, the application layer controls
the WLAN handoff. The application can control the hand
off through the IEEE 802.21 Media Independent Handoff
(MIH)[l]. Therefore, it is possible to distinguish the VoIP
packets from packets of other applications. Also, layer-2
information like Inter-Arrival Time (IAT) can be transferred
to the application layer through the MIH. The VoIP applica
tion requires handoff trigger that initiate handoff as soon as
the VoIP service faces any problems. However, this causes
frequent handoffs and it may result in throughput degrada
tion to the TCP. For the reason, MSs use different handoff
trigger for the VoIP and the TCP in our scheme. We will call
a period when the VoIP is busy as busy state, and a period
when the VoIP is not busy as the idle state. In our scheme,
MSs use the handoff trigger based on the RSSI in idle state
but the VoIP application control the WLAN handoff in busy
state. Therefore, our scheme does not affect the TCP when
the VoIP is not busy.
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Figure 3. The handoff procedure of the pro
posed scheme
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Figure 2. Structure of the APH.

Typically, the movement pattern of users has a tendency
in a limited area. If MSs know such a movement pattern of
users , MSs can predict the users' route and the next AP. If
MSs know the channel of the next AP, MSs do not need to
perform full scan for all channels. MSs can reduce channel
scan time by scanning from the channels of known neigh
boring APs. We define such a channel information of neigh
boring APs as AP history (APH) and management program
as AP History Manager (APHM) which can be accessed by
VolP applications. The BSSID of the associated AP and the
channel information of neighboring APs are stored in the
APH . The APH does not store BSSID of neighboring APs
because there can be multiple APs using the same channel
and MSs can get BSSID through channel scan. It is crit
ical to try to associate with APs without the channel scan
because sometimes the APs may have some problems.

Figure 2 shows structure of the APH. The first slot of the
APH is for the channel with the highest priority and the last
slot is for the channel with the lowest priority. The APHM
does not collect the channel information during the busy
state because channel information collection can cause the
additional handoff delay. Generally, VolP devices must be
tum on even though they are not busy to receive incoming
calls. Therefore, MSs can collect the channel information of
APs during the idle state . IfMSs have incoming calls during
the full channel scan for the APH update, MSs can notify
incoming call after the handoff. However, it is less critical
than the call disruption during the conversation. Figure 3
shows the handoff procedures of our scheme. The handoff
procedure in the idle state is shown below:

1. MSs perform full channel scan .

2. The channel of the AP which has the biggest RSSI
value is transferred to the APHM .

3. The APHM updates the APH.

• If the old AP's BSSID does not exist in the APH,
then the APHM creates the index for the old AP
and inserts the transferred channel into the first
slot.

• If the old AP's BSSID exist in the APH,

- if the transferred channel does not exist in
the APH, then the APHM inserts the trans
ferred channel into the first empty slot of the
old AP.

- if the transferred channel exists in the APH,
then the APHM swaps the transferred chan
nel with the front channel to grant high pri
ority.

The handoff procedure in the busy state is shown below:

I. In the busy state, when the 30 % of the VolP packets
are lost for 200 ms, the handoff is triggered.

2. MSs bring channel information of neighboring APs
from the APH.

• If there is no available channel information, then
MSs perform the proactive channel scan for the
rest channels.

• If there is available channel information, then
MSs perform channel scan for the channel.

3. MSs return to the old AP and receive the buffered
packets .

4. MSs decide handoff.

• If the new AP's RSSI value is larger than old
AP's RSSI value, then MSs handoff to new AP.

• If the new AP's RSSI value is equal or little than
old AP's RSSI value, MSs repeat handoff pro
cedure for the channel of the next slot from the
procedure 2.
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Figure 5. The number of delivered packets ac
cording to handoff triggers
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4 Performance Evaluation

We evaluated the performance of the proposed scheme
through the NS-2 simulation. Figure 4 shows the scenario
of our simulation. We assumed that a MS moveed from the
API to the AP5 and coverage of all APs was overlapped.
The movement speed of the MS was 1 mls. The MS was
supposed to receive 50 packets per second and the MS al
ready collected channel information of the APs. There were
no other MSs which are associated with the APs. In the
simulation we used the handoff trigger based on the VolP
packet loss and used the proactive channel scan.

We considered three cases.

We use only the RSSI to decide the handoff because MSs
can get the information easily for short channel scan time.
However, If other information such as the load on the new
AP is available the information can be applied for the hand
off decision.
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Figure 6. IAT between VolP packets according
to handoff triggers

140i--,-------,-------,-----;::c:=:::::c==c==::c:==;-j• Case 1: Handoff is triggered when more than 20 % of
VolP packets are lost during 200 ms.

• Case 2: Handoff is triggered when more than 30 % of
VolP packets are lost during 200 ms.

• Case 3: Handoff is triggered when more than 50 % of
VolP packets are lost during 200 ms.

Figure 5 shows the number of arrived packets for the hand
off from the API to the AP2 according to the handoff trig
ger schemes. Figure 6 shows the IAT between VoIPpackets
for the same simulation result with the Figure 5. In case 1,
VolP packets were continuously lost because handoff was
triggered too many times by the ping-pong effect. In case
2, the handoff was triggered once and the number of lost
packets is the minimum. In case 3, the handoff was trig
gered too late and many VolP packets are lost before the
handoff. Based on the simulation results , we judge 30 %
of packet loss is suitable criteria for the handoff trigger for
VolP.

Figure 4. Scenario of the simulation

VolP Device Movement speed : Im/s VoIP Device

Also, we performed simulation using different channel
scan schemes. Figure 7 shows the number of arrived pack
ets per second for the full channel scan, the proactive scan
scheme and our selective channel scheme based on pre
collected channel information . Figure 8 shows the IAT be
tween VolP packets for the same simulation result with Fig
ure 7. In the simulation, the handoff was triggered when
more than 30 % of VolP packets are lost for the proactive
scan and the selective scan. We used the handoff trigger pro
vided by the NS-2 simulator for the full channel scan. The
handoff using selective channel scan and the handoff using
proactive scan started the channel scan at the same time but
the selective channel scan was finished earlier because it
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Figure 7. The number of delivered packets ac
cording to channel scan schemes

Figure 8. IAT of VolP packets according to
channel scan schemes

scanned fewer channels. In the selective scan, there are few
gaps where the IAT between VoIP packets are longer than
50 ms. Meanwhile, in the proactive scan, there are many
gaps where the IAT between VoIP packets are longer than
50 ms because of MSs did channel scan for all channels.
The gaps more than 50 ms mean possibility of communica
tion problem. The handoff latency of the full channel scan is
much bigger than the selective scan and the proactive scan.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose the selective channel scan
scheme based on the pre-collected channel information of
neighboring APs. The application on MSs collects informa
tion of neighboring APs by itself. Therefore, the informa
tion update of neighboring APs is done automatically and
the proposed scheme requires no additional equipments.
MSs perform the channel scan according to the collected
channel information of the neighboring APs so that MSs do
not need to perform the full scan for all channels. Frequent
handoffs cause the TCP to suffer from performance degra
dation. In the proposed scheme, the handoff trigger based
on the VoIP packet loss is used only when the VoIP is used
so that the TCP applications are not affected when the VoIP
is not used.
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